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Abstract

The principal of a contemporary school must be one of the most active participants of education change. His/her actions, innovatively performed, can determine successful activities of an education institution and its change. However, the activity of a school principal as well as other education subjects is governed by different level structures of education management through specific documents; they might, or might not, involve the premises for accomplishing innovative activity. As a matter of fact, regulations can also determine certain content of innovative activity. With this in mind, the paper aims at answering the following questions: what are the premises allowing (or hindering) the implementation of school principal’s innovative activity and its adequate content; what is the relationship between school principal’s innovative activity content and the statutory regulation, reflected in the reality of school activities. This relationship is investigated in the context of a particular country, Lithuania, because the regulation of school principal’s activity and its practical expression can differ, subject to education policy of a certain country.
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Introduction

As society changes, the school also changes together with the activities of subjects, working in it. In the change context, innovative activity of all education subjects and a school principal among them becomes particularly important, as a school principal has to be one of the most active participants of educational change. Thus, his/her activity, performed innovatively, can determine a successful process of education change as well as its results. However, the opposite variant, when a non-innovative principal can become an obstacle in pursuing successful change of education, is also possible.

Scientific literature sources have analyzed school principal’s innovative activity in different aspects. As a matter of fact, it has been only treated through the prism of innovativeness or innovative behavior (Dorenbosch et al., 2005; Janiunaite, 2004, 2007; Munshi et al., 2005; Hong and Lu, 2006; Perillo, 2007; de Jong and Den Hartog, 2007; Zahra and Sidhartha, 2009).

The above-mentioned aspects allow stating that a school principal can possess innovative potential which determines innovative activity. However, the activity of a school principal is particularly regulated by the structures of education management of a different level by means of specific documents, and they might not cover the premises for performing such activities. Moreover, the opposite instance, when a school principal and his/her team act, or wish to act, much more innovatively than the legal framework defines, can emerge. The current paper aims at answering the questions: what premises are made, or not, to implement school principal’s innovative activity and provide its appropriate content; what is the relationship between school principal’s innovative activity content and the statutory regulation which is reflected in real school activities. This relationship is researched in the case of a particular country, Lithuania, as the regulation of school principal’s activity and its practical expression can differ, subject to the education policy of that country.

The aim of the paper is to disclose the relationship of school principal’s innovative activity content in the context of statutory regulation and practical reality.

The following methods are applied in the paper: scientific literature analysis and document analysis. The data have been processed applying the method of descriptive content analysis.

The paper consists of three parts. The first part substantiates the concept of school principal’s innovative activity content; the second part ground research methodology for investigating the expression of school principal’s innovative activity content; the third part discloses the premises for school principal’s innovative activity in the context of Lithuanian legal framework and reveals school principal’s innovative activity content in a document of a school principal, namely, his/her competence portfolio.

The content of school principal’s innovative activity: the concept and possible levels of its expression and objects

The definition of school principal’s innovative activity content has not been widely analyzed in scientific literature. Therefore, the innovative activity content
definition is coined referring to the concepts of content, activity content, and the definitions of innovative activity. Innovative activity can be regarded as a process (Munshi et al., 2005; Hong and Lu, 2006; Zahra and Sidhartha, 2009, etc.), when innovation is being implemented in certain cycles, involving the search, generation, taking over, modification, creation, and dissemination of the idea. That is, school principal’s innovative activity can also possess the content aspect. According to Jezerskyte and Janiunaite (2010) and Juceviciene (2010), innovative activity, in general, also contains the content aspect. As Jovaisa (2007) states, activity content consists of the aim and motives of the pursued goal; he considers the aim to be one of the elements of activity content and a supposed and pursued result of person’s activity. Janiunaite (2004) treats the content aspect as the encoded essence of innovation, the understanding of what this innovation is and what its influence object is. Lassak and Haskova (2006) also point out motives, goals, perspectives, process terms, methods, and means in the definition of activity content; however, they do not envisage the result of successful innovative activity. The content of innovative activity, according to Jezerskyte (2010), reflects what innovation is being implemented during innovative activity. Thus, it is evident that the content of innovative activity reflects what education subjects, a principal being among them, implement during a particular innovative activity and towards what (towards what object) these activities can be oriented. Innovation content is determined by motives, is encoded in the formulated aim, and can be evaluated in the results of innovative activity.

According to Janiunaite (2004), Bruggencate et al. (2012), the content of innovative activity is assigned to the levels of innovations’ influence and their objects. Educational innovations can be implemented at different levels of influence (didactic, pedagogical system; school as organization; education system levels) and they can be oriented towards certain objects (curriculum, teaching/learning methods; monitoring of teachers activity, etc.).

**Research methodology**

When performing the current research, the strategy of qualitative research has been coordinated with the model view because, referring to scientific sources, the topics of research analysis (research elements) have been distinguished. The expression of research elements is investigated in essential documents which regulate the activity of a school principal in Lithuania. The documents have been reviewed, searching for an innovative activity expression through the features of different activity manifestation as well as fixed innovative activity. When substantiating research elements, the principle of an ideal type has been referred to. In this research, the application of the ideal type (standard) manifests itself in selecting such research elements which characterize the expression of school principal’s innovative activity. Six topics of the analysis have been formulated: implementation of education policy, management of teaching/learning process, human resource management, initiation of change, educational empowerment of human resources, and development of leaders. The topics have been further divided into subtopics of the analysis (inducement of continuous changes and their management; relationship management in pursuing innovations with the School Board, school community; innovative promotion of services provided at school; establishment and maintenance of new relations with stakeholders; empowerment of innovative collaboration among different institutions; information dissemination by applying mechanisms of innovative dissemination among different structural units at school; project preparation and organization on school, national, or international levels; the search for innovative measures and ways to observe and support the learning process; innovative work environment, necessary for learning; improvement of planning and support ways in school’s structural units; designing effective learning programs in school’s structural units - the School Board, Teachers’ Board; enabling innovative collaboration among parents and different institutions; information dissemination among school community by applying modern technologies of innovative dissemination and carrying it out; improvement of the human resource development activity; search for new possibilities of school activity development and its systematic improvement; innovative resource planning, search and distribution of resources according to school activity priorities; formation of teams and group work in pursuing innovations in the organization; search for new/innovative spaces of school activity; innovative involvement of employees into the processes of change; creation of new/innovative structures or processes; community empowerment for innovative and creative action; planning and organizing school community’s learning to acquire new competences; leadership dissemination at school (principal’s attempts to spread leadership at school and develop new leaders)). Those subtopics have served as a basis for document analysis.

The above-mentioned subtopics of analysis are referred to when analyzing documents on the national level and, in part, limited private documents (competence portfolios of school principals) while performing a descriptive analysis of their content. The most important documents regulating the activity of a school principal have been analyzed. However, the paper presents the analysis of only a limited number of documents: laws – the Law of Education of the Republic of Lithuania (2007) and by-laws: Minister’s order ‘On the Inventory of Qualification Requirements for Principals of All Types (except Higher Education Institutions)’ (2005); ‘The Regulation for Accreditation of Municipal School Principals, Their Deputies for Education, Directors of Departments Organizing Education’ (2009); general plans for education of the academic year 2012-2013.

In order to identify the expression of school principal’s innovative activity content, partly limited documents (for example, private diaries, competence portfolios, etc.) are analyzed. Public internal documents (necessary only to internal goals of the organization) and private documents...
Further, the detected innovative activity content is assigned to the levels of innovation impact and to their objects.

Premises for school principal’s innovative activity: the context of Lithuanian legislation

The Law of Education of the Republic of Lithuania indicates that a school principal (2007): 1) supervises the preparation of school strategic plan and of annual Action programs, school education programs, approves them, and guides their performance; 2) according to the procedure, appoints and dismisses teachers, other people taking part in the education process as well as service personnel, confirms their job descriptions; 3) takes the responsibility for making public the information, specified in Article 26, and for the democratic management of the school. He/she ensures relations, based on collaboration, the observance of teacher’s ethics, transparency in decision-making, informing community members, professional development of pedagogical and non-pedagogical staff, sound and safe environment preventing any manifestation of violence, intimidation, and formation of hazardous habits; 4) analyzes the status and resources allocated to school activity and management, initiates the implementation of school’s internal audit and is responsible for the results of school activity; 5) performs the functions prescribed by the school founder which are defined in school regulations and the job description. The law defines school principal’s functions of planning (Clause 1), organizing (Clause 2), managing (Clause 3), and controlling (Clause 4). The premises of the innovative activity can be envisaged in certain activities of a school principal, for example, in the preparation of the school strategic plan and annual programs of the activity; in organizing the methodical activity and accreditation of the teachers and other pedagogical employees as well as in initiating the activity of the school autonomy institutions by collaborating with pupils’ parents.

When analyzing by-laws, related to school principal’s activity, for example, the order of the Minister ‘On the Inventory of Qualification Requirements for Principals of All Types Schools (except Higher Education Institutions)’, No. ISAK-2001, October 7, 2005, it can be pointed out that the description of school principal’s position is approved by the founder. This Law also defines principal’s activities, such as computer literacy, independent planning, preparation of reports, communication, collaboration and consulting, fluent expression and argumentation in oral and written forms, knowledge of the orders of the Minister of education and science (the Republic of Lithuania) and other legal documents as well as the ability to apply those in practice; also, the ability to perform the functions defined in principal’s Job description. The Order of the Minister ‘On the Regulation for Accreditation of Municipal School Principals, Their Deputies for Education, Directors of Departments Organizing Education’, No. 1192, August 3, 2001, presents requirements for the person who applies for the position of a principal. For example, he/she is to know how to organize the main activity of the organization, to know the
financing of budgetary institutions, legal labor relations, regulated by the laws of the Republic of Lithuania, government regulations and orders of the Minister of education and science as well as other legal documents. The Law defines the role of a school principle as a manager – administrator who is able to consolidate all structural school units into a general entirety, to create favorable conditions for the employees to pursue mutual goals and to carry out the main functions in school activity: planning, organizing, managing, and controlling. No sources speak about the innovative activity of a school principal and its development. However, school principal’s innovative action can manifest itself in activity planning, in preparing the annual action program, in formulating school goals, important for attaining the school vision, in collaboration with other institutions, and in the ability to influence the results of school’s effective activity. For example, when a school is transformed into the status of a pro-gymnasium, collaboration with gymnasiums, coordination of programs and plans, and the creation of attractive all-day schools which meet customers’ needs, take place.

Another important document for school principals is *The Regulation for Accreditation of Municipal School Principals, Their Deputies for Education, Directors of Departments Organizing Education* (2009). In this document, a school principal is treated as ‘a professional who has acquired management competence in the main fields of contemporary managerial activity: education policy and strategic planning, learning process, and the management of human, material, and financial resources’. The main purpose of school principal’s activity is professional school management by ensuring its successful activity and effective development, directed towards pupil’s learning. According to the accreditation regulation, school principals can be conferred three qualification categories. The third qualification category applies to a school principal who has to implement qualitative state education policy which develops the education process and culture of an education organization. The second qualification category points out that a school principal enriches curriculum, teaching/learning forms and methods, child’s social experience, develops self-expression and creativity. Educational innovations are implemented by means of team formation, in addition to qualitative implementation of the state education policy. The first qualification category emphasizes that a school principal creates a modern school with distinct features, ensures education quality, stimulates comprehensive development of child’s personality, and consolidates the attempts of all the community members in order to develop education and school culture.

In *General Plans for Education for the Academic Year 2012-2013* the functions of a school principal are emphasized in the aspect of curriculum formation: ‘16. By his/her order, a school principal approves: 1) school’s educational plan (until September 5); 2) perspective plan of pre-school education; 3) thematic plans of subjects; 4) thematic plans of subjects in depth training; 5) programs of electives, if there are any, approved by the Minister of Education and Science; 6) program of purposeful arts education; 7) thematic plans for early foreign language teaching; 8) control work schedules (not less than for a month); 9) educational programs for the children with special needs; 10) thematic plan of elementary school subjects according to the chosen variant of integrated education plan; 11) pre-school education pedagogue’s Job description according to the chosen model of pre-school education organization’. It is evident that by his/her order, the school principal has the right to approve a school education plan, thematic plans, programs of electives, and many more. Summarizing the functions for school activity, determined in general plans for education, it is possible to state that the functions of a school principal have been defined here most accurately. He/she is entrusted to manage the creation of education programs, to form a work group to prepare the education plan, to approve school education plans, programs, to ensure democratic management and collaboration. The general requirements of the education plan leave a possibility for the principal to innovatively adapt the curriculum (considering pupils’ needs) from the number of the hours distributed by the school itself. What it is especially important for school principal’s innovative activity, is the management of learning process, because the learning outcomes of school pupils and school ratings among other schools depend on the quality of the education process. Only the school, open to change, possessing peculiarities (for example, in-depth teaching of English, purposeful arts education, etc.), and implementing innovations suitable for that school, can compete among other schools.

Having performed document analysis and having revealed the premises for the manifestation of principal’s innovative activity and for the unfolding of its content, the paper further presents the analysis of portfolios of school principals in different managerial categories, which allows disclosing the content of their innovative activity.

**The expression of school principal’s innovative activity content in competence portfolios**

Competence portfolio analysis of principals in the 1st managerial category allows stating that the expression of principal’s innovative activity content is particularly evident through the innovative propagation of the services, provided at school (for example, the electronic diary ‘Fox Cub Chronicle’, the school newspaper, drawings calendar). In school principal’s activity, an important place is also given for the management of learning. The expression of the innovative activity content most strongly manifests itself through the preparation and organization of projects. School principal’s innovative activity is also closely related to human resource management. The innovative activity content becomes particularly evident through enabling innovative collaboration among parents (for example, the independent organization ‘Parents’ Club’ functions, the system-model of communication with parents). When analyzing competence portfolios, innovative principal’s activity along the educational empowerment of human resources becomes evident. The
empowerment of community for innovative and creative activity is particularly vivid when successful change cases are provided with long-term structure, the change team is supported, and the conditions for its further innovative activity are created. Taking the responsibility for change results and the conditions for innovative activity are made possible. In the expression of school principal’s innovative activity content, the development of leaders reveals itself through principal’s activity when planning and organizing learning to acquire new competences for the school community (for example, school teachers are the participants of ‘Teachers – Innovators’ forums). In competence portfolios of the 1st category principals, the expression of innovative activity content is oriented towards school as an organization (the objects: school culture, communication ways and forms, competence development, monitoring teachers’ activity, learning environment, development of pupils’ competences, and so on). In the content of school principal’s innovative activity the level of didactic pedagogical system innovations’ impact becomes evident only in the field of the management of education/self-education process (the objects: teaching methods, ways, means; educational methods, ways, means, etc.). It is possible to explain such situation so that in school principal’s innovative activity the competence of the principal as a manager, but not as a teacher becomes vivid. In the 1st managerial category, a modern school is characterized by original features (different innovations), created by the school principal, ensuring education quality, inducing comprehensive development of child’s personality, and concentrating efforts of all community members for the development of education and school culture.

Having analyzed competence portfolios of the principals in the 2nd managerial category, the researchers can state that the content of principal’s innovative activity reflects itself through the innovative propagation of the provided services (for example, the gallery of science glory, the edition ‘School Culture and Experience’). In school principal’s activity, an important place is given to the management of learning. Innovative activity content is reflected in preparing and organizing projects (for example, a national project ‘Virtual Travelling in the Classroom’ by the Ministry of Education and Science and Microsoft Lietuva, project ‘The European Parliament and the School of European Languages at Close Quarters’, etc.). School principal’s innovative activity is closely related to human resource management (for example, the implementation of personnel management system ‘PMS; legal education of the community; awarding the most initiative and most creative teachers with ‘The Golden Sun’, ‘The Silver Sun’, distinctions established by the parents committee and the gymnasium). In the aspect of leadership, school principal’s innovative activity has been disclosed by the innovative management of change in concentrating teams and groups. When analyzing competence portfolios, activities of a school principal in the sphere of educational empowerment of human resources (for example, implementation of the ‘Art Hive’ program, of sustainable development program; publishing of ’The Family Tree’ book with teachers’ good experience in applying active teaching methods) becomes evident. Community empowerment for acting innovatively and creatively is especially vivid. The 2nd managerial category principals make attempts to initiate change. In the aspect of leadership, school principal’s innovative activity through his/her attempts to spread leadership at school and develop new leaders has not been identified in the 2nd managerial category portfolios. However, the principals pay a lot of attention to the creation of school professional’s community. Still, emphasis is not given to the development of school leaders.

In competence portfolios of principals within the 2nd category, the innovative activity content is the most evident on the level of a school as an organization (objects – communication ways, forms, school culture, competence development, development of pupils’ competences, collaboration within the school, teams and groups of the school activity, and so on). In the expression of school principal’s innovative activity content, the level of innovation impact of a didactic pedagogical system is vaguely observed in learning process management (objects – educational methods, ways, and means) and in educational empowerment of human resources (the object – assessment).

The analysis of competence portfolios, possessed by school principals in the 3rd managerial category, allows stating that the expression of innovative activity content is particularly vivid through innovative propagation of the services provided at school (for example, annual School Book, films created at school). School principals, pursuing school acknowledgement, spread the information about successful organization of the education process; they attempt to create and disclose the originality and particularity of the school. In school principal’s innovative activity, an important place is given to managing the learning process. The innovative activity content is reflected in organizing and preparing projects, such as The Programme of European Schools’ Virtual Partnership ‘eTwinning School’. This shows that a school principal is not only a planner, but also a designer. Innovative activity of a school principal is closely related to human resource management as well. The innovative activity content particularly reveals itself through empowering innovative collaboration among parents (for example, lectures for parents, advice booklets, recommendations ‘When Children do not Obey’, etc.). In the aspect of leadership, school principal’s innovative activity discloses through innovative management of change by forming teams and groups (for example, a work group of teachers’ qualification renewal and innovation implementation in education processes; a work group for dissemination of school image; a work group for assessing pedagogical activity, and so on). Principals create trust relations and help concentrate school community, are able to select suitable tasks for teamwork. During the analysis of innovative school principal’s competence portfolios, the activities of educational empowerment of human resources through the creation of new innovative structures or processes (for example, the commission of ethics
representing all members of the school community, operating personnel) stand out. However, in the expression of the 3rd managerial category school principal’s innovative activity content, the development of leaders through principal’s planning and organizing the learning of the school community to enable new competences, principal’s attempts to spread leadership at school and to develop new leaders are not evident.

Among the principals in the 3rd category, the innovative activity content is most vivid through the level of innovation impact at school as an organization (objects – school culture, external collaboration, communication ways, competence development, development of pupils’ competences, educational environments, development of teachers’ competences, etc). On the level of a didactic pedagogical system innovations’ impact, the content of school principal’s innovative activity manifests itself only in the management of the learning process (objects – parts of curriculum, etc.). This activity is more characteristic to a teacher, but not to a principal.

Summing up the document analysis which regulates school principal’s activity and the investigation of competence portfolios, it can be stated that in Lithuania a school principal, first of all, should be a manager. Essential documents clearly distinguish four main functions of school principal’s activity, allowing envisaging the premises for his/her innovative activity. Also, accreditation regulations clearly point out the competence of a school principal as a manager and emphasize his/her innovative activity. However, a school principal as a manager should be estimated in a broad sense: he/she can perform different roles and can involve different aspects of administration, leadership, and innovative activity. Document analysis allows stating that the most strongly revealed premises of school principal’s innovative activity are the following activities: formation of working groups to attain school’s innovative goals; maintenance of relations, in pursuing innovations, with the School Board and school community; establishment and maintenance of new relations with stakeholders in education; empowering innovative collaboration; information dissemination by applying innovative mechanisms for information dissemination among different structural units at school; enhancement of human resource development activity; search for new possibilities to develop school activity and to systemically enhance it; search for new / innovative spaces of school activity.

In competence portfolios, the expression of school principal’s activity is revealed in the following activities: innovative propagation of school services; project preparation and organization; facilitating learning program effectiveness in school structural units (School Board, Teachers’ Board); enabling innovative collaboration among different institutions; enabling innovative collaboration among parents; enhancement of human resource development activity; formation of teams and group work in pursuing innovations; empowerment of community to act innovatively and creatively (only in the 1st and 2nd managerial category); dissemination of leadership at school (principal’s endeavor to disseminate leadership at school and to develop new leaders) (only in the 1st category). In competence portfolios, school principal’s activity agrees to principal’s innovative activity, regulated in major documents. However, competence portfolio analysis discloses that principal’s innovative activity is more varied than the one regulated by documents which involves a lot of activity fields and becomes particularly evident through project-based activity and collaboration with parents. Competence portfolios, different from the regulating documents, provide clear premises of school principal’s innovative activity through the expression and dissemination of leadership at school.

Conclusions

- The content of innovative activity reveals what an education subject, a principal among them, implements during a particular innovative action, towards what (to what object) those activities can be oriented, which of them are determined by internal and external factors, influencing school principal’s activity in pursuing a particular result.

- Document analysis (the legislation framework) allows stating that, most strongly, school principal’s innovative activity is reflected in the following activities: concentrating work groups to achieve innovative school goals; in pursuing innovation, maintaining relationships with the School Board and school community; establishing and maintaining new relations with the interested parties; empowering innovative collaboration; spreading information among different structural units at school by applying innovative dissemination mechanisms; enhancing human resource development activities; searching for new possibilities to enhance school activity and its systemic development; searching for new / innovative spaces for school activity.

- The analysis of school principals’ competence portfolios allows stating that school principal’s innovative activity content is most clearly reflected in the following activities: innovative propagation of school services; project preparation and organization; facilitating the effectiveness of learning programs in school’s structural units; empowerment of innovative collaboration among different institutions; empowerment of innovative collaboration among parents; enhancement of activity in developing human resources; formation of teams and work group facilitation in pursuing innovations; community empowerment to act innovatively and creatively (only in the 1st and 2nd managerial category); dissemination of leadership at school (principal’s attempts to disseminate leadership at school and to develop new leaders) (only in the 1st managerial category).

- In real activities of a school principal, the expression and content of his/her innovative activity is ‘broader’ than in the regulating documents; also this activity and its content vary subject to the managerial category of each school principal.


16. Lietuvos Respublikos švietimo įstatymas (2007); poįstatyminiu straipsnyje pristatoma tik kai kurių dokumentų analizė: įstatymai mokyklos vadovo veiklą Lietuvoje reglamentuojantys dokumentai, tačiau jie nėra patikimai nepasikeitusiems struktūroms.
struktūrinėse grandyse; įgalinant novatorišką bendradarbiavimą tarp įvairių institucijų; įgalinant novatorišką bendradarbiavimą tarp tėvų; ugdant žmogiškuosius išteklius; telkiant komandas siekiant inovacijų; įgalinant bendruomenes inovatyvius, kūrybiškai veikti (tik I ir II vadybinėje kategorijoje); lyderystės sklaida mokykloje (vadovo pastangos skleisti lyderystę mokykloje ir auginti naujos lyderius) (tik I vadybinėje kategorijoje);

- mokyklos vadovo inovacinės veiklos raiška ir turinys realioje mokyklos vadovo veikloje yra „platesnė“, nei reglamentuojančiuose dokumentuose; taip pat ši veikla ir jos turinys įvairiai priklauso nuo mokyklos vadovo vadybinės kategorijos.

Reikšmingiai žodžiai: mokyklos vadovo veikla, inovacinės veiklos turinys, mokyklos vadovo inovacinės veiklos turinys.
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